
REST & RELAXATION KENKO MAGNETIC 
SUPPORT

KENKO PETPAD

WARNING

MATERIALS

MAGNETS

TOURMALINE
GAUSS RATING

SIZES / MEASUREMENTS

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

WARRANTY

The ultimate in sleep, comfort and relaxation technologies for your pet, the 
Kenko Sleep Pet Pad helps keep your beloved pet in peak condition.  

With a lightweight design, the Pet Pad combines the same advanced 
technologies as the Kenko Naturest® Fit topper.  With sculptured latex 
providing a relaxing massage-effect and allowing for air flow, reflective energy 
provides a gentle warmth whilst creating a field of natural energy around your 
pet to help keep them energized and active.

• Relaxing massage effect
• Breathable fabric for body temperature regulation 
• Tourmaline helps replicate natures calming environment
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Polyurethane foam, 9 magnetic disks, ceramic-reflective fibers
Small: 
23.6” x 29.53” x 1.1” / 2.2 pound 
60 cm x 75 cm x 3 cm / 1.15kg

Large:
29.5” x 39.3” x 1.1” / 3.7 pound 
75cm x 100cm x 3 cm / 1.70kg

Outer Cover - Remove the cover from the Kenko Sleep Pet Pad by unzipping 
and removing the internal contents. Immerse the cover in a large container 
with mild soap and water. Apply gentle movements for 5 minutes, repeating 
until only clean water comes out. Do not squeeze or twist. Allow the cover to 
dry in the shade, out of direct sunlight.

In case of stains: Make a mixture of neutral soap and water (5% soap, 95% 
water). Dampen a soft sponge or cloth of a similar color and lightly pass it over 
the stain in circular motions. Do not use volatile solvents such as: acetone, 
cleaning fluids, bleaches, chlorine, etc.

Internal components: MUST NOT GET WET OR BE WASHED

One-year standard limited warranty.

If you use an electronic medical device such as a pacemaker, or have a magnetically 
sensitive surgical implant, do not use or wear magnetic products. Women in the first 
trimester of pregnancy, or anyone who has a health problem should first consult a 
physician before using magnetic products. Do not place magnetic products in direct 
contact with magnetically sensitive items such as watches, credit cards, portable 
electronic equipment, etc.

PRODUCT CODE: SMALL 1290 | LARGE 1291

REJUVENATING SLEEP FOR YOUR PETS!


